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1. Summary 
In early 2012, IMA Internat ional was invited by FAO’s Bay of Bengal Large Marine Ecosystem 
(BOBLME) to coordinate the development of an interact ive training course package on Ecosystem 
Approach to Fisheries Management (EAFM), together with an associated Training of Trainers (TOT). 
IMA developed the TOT as a tailored 3.5 day training specifically targeted at part icipants who have 
taken part in the Essent ial EAFM course. IMA has been involved in quality assessment since the f irst 
pilot course in Kota Kinabalu (KK), Sabah in July 2013 and cont inues to play a key role in the support 
for the development of a training team in the region.  TOT has now been delivered 6 t imes: in KK 
July 2013; in Rayong, Thailand January 2014 and March 2015, Chennai August 2014, Chittagong 
November 2014 and Colombo March 2015.   
 
The TOT described in this report was held in Colombo, Sri Lanka, 16 – 18 March 2015, just after the 
Colombo Essent ial EAFM course.  It was supported by BOBLME, and hosted by Wayamba 
University of Sri Lanka, who also organised the EEAFM course. The 7 part icipants all had attended 
the EEAFM the previous week from 9 – 14 March delivered by three trainers from South Asia 
(Chennai and Colombo). 
 
The three trainers from the EEAFM supported the IMA trainer throughout and further developed 
their skills as trainers.  The TOT was just 3 days durat ion, however, these were very full days and 
incorporated much of the extra input usually provided on the f irst intro day – this was conducted 
outside the training room under a cashew tree! 
 
The TOT was definitely successful in upgrading the training skills and awareness of all 7 
part icipants. By the end of the 3-day TOT, there was a clear ability amongst the group and the three 
experienced trainers each felt they could deliver alone with two of the new trainees.  This provides 
Sri Lanka and the region with a strong extra pool of trainers to draw on as the EAFM training 
expands and develops further in the region. 
 
This report outlines the course methodology, details the content of each training day and explains 
the daily feedback process. It provides an analysis of evaluat ions, explaining lessons learnt and 
makes recommendations for taking the EAFM training forward.   Since this TOT, and future ones, 
support roll-out of Essent ial EAFM in the region, we feel that all partners concerned can benefit 
from such a level of detail. 

 
2. Introduction 
In early 2012, IMA Internat ional was invited by FAO’s Bay of Bengal Large Marine Ecosystem 
(BOBLME) to coordinate the development of an interact ive training course package on Ecosystem 
Approach to Fisheries Management, together with an associated Training of Trainers (TOT). This 
TOT held in Colombo, Sri Lanka in March 2015 ran just after a similar TOT in Rayong, Thailand (see 
Rayong March 2015 report).  The content was similar across both TOT, and in Sri Lanka we 
benefitted from a more pro-act ive select ion process so we started with strong candidates and were 
able to really build their skills individually and as team members for nat ional/regional training. 
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The select ion process used was the following:  All participants were given a questionnaire after day 
3 of the EEAFM course asking if they 1) had any training experience , 2) had training role in their job 
description, and  3) were available to attend the TOT training after the EEAFM course. The budget 
restricted us to 6 TOT participants but we managed to negotiate with the hotel a reduced rate with 
sharing rooms. All those participants who answered yes to all 3 questions (7 people) were invited to 
attend (included one participant from EAFM course Chennai August 2014). Another 2 people who 
were keen and available but had no experience were also invited as they were key members of the 
blue swimmer crab project, which was one of the strong EAFM groups likely to go actually put the 
plan into action. This totalled 9 participants. On the day the extra 2 people did not turn up so we 
had 7 TOT participants.  
 
Training object ive 
The Essent ial EAFM course and complete training package is designed to be implemented 
rout inely in the wider South and Southeast Asia region. Therefore the key objective of the TOT is for 
‘candidate trainers to acquire EAFM training skills so as to build up a pool of EAFM trainers in the 
region.’ 
 
TOT  Background – please refer to IMA’s report on Rayong January 2014 TOT 

 
We would like to extend our thanks to staff of Wayamba University for administrat ion throughout 
the course.  
 

 3.   Lessons Learnt and Recommendations 
All the recommendations made in Rayong January 2014 TOT report and Chennai September 
2014 TOT report remain valid. These reports need to be made available and circulated. They are 
an important vehicle for learning and improving the delivery and content of this course. For 
more detailed recommendations see Rayong March 2015 TOT report.  

 
1.  Content and design 

• A 2 hour pre-session on the rest day is ideal to cover all the TOT materials, but was not 
possible following 6 day EEAFM in Colombo as this was for a national audience the 
participants wanted to return home to their families.  If participants know beforehand 
that they are staying for TOT, it is easier to incorporate the extra session. 
 
Participant selection 

• Try and pre-select trainers before EEAFM course using questionnaire format and even 
very basic questions of: Do you have training experience; Do you have training 
responsibilities in your job description; Are you available to attend a TOT for 3 – 4 days 
after the end of this EEAFM?  There were more potential trainers in Sri Lanka however 
they were not available to attend further training after the 6 day EEAFM from their 
organisations. 
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Outputs from circle of influence exercise for rolling out EAFM in Sri Lanka 
The circle of influence exercise helps participants to clarify the extent of their personal and group 
influence by identifying names and departments, by as well as those people who can be EAFM 
influencers further afield. The Sri Lanka output is particularly impressive as it reveals that between 
them, the 7 national trainees (and regional trainers) already have the power to promote EAFM 
nationally by directly influencing an extensive number of individuals, organisations and 
departments. 

 
Circle of Influence 

Fishery Societies Assistant Directors of Regional Fisheries Offices – to get participants 
top the meetings 

IUCN Arjan Rajasuriya, National Project Coordinator for Biodiversity 
IWMI Dr Simon, Head, Blue Waters 
Professional Hoteliers 
Associations 

Mr S Kothalawala 

Fish Exporters 
Association 

Roshan Fernando, chairman – meetings  

IOTC Miguel (now ex- IOTC) 
SAARC Anil 
Fishery CBO/NGO Assistant Directors of the Regional Offices – to organise the meetings 
Ministry of Fisheries Additional Secretary (development) Secretary/MoF – to get approval 

to conduct meetings with fisheries community 
BOBP Dr Yadava, Director, for funding for training 
CFC Ceylon Fisheries Cooperation Director 
BOBLME Chris O’Brien 
NARA Dr Palitha Kithsiri DDG/NARA 
CCD Mr Gamini Hewage Director/Planning 
Ministry of 
Environment 

Ask for an EAFM workshop, Mr Ajith Silva, Director, Policy planning 

SLAFAR Dr Dileepa de Croos 
MEPA Dr Terney, Director General 
Universities Vice Chancellors Woyomba, VWA, Ruhuna, Perodeniya 
IOMAC Dr Hiran Jayawardene, Secretary 
Tourist Board PU Rathnayaka, Director of Tourism and Planning Development, EIA 

Process 
DWLC HD Rathmayoke, Director General 
CEA Mrs Kanthi De Silva, D/ Environmental Monitoring 
CFHC (Ceylon Fishery 
Harbour Cooperation)  

Mr Percy Chief Operations Manager 

SACEP Ms Nishanthi Perera, Programme Officer 
NSF Ms Sunethra, Director (Acting) 
GEF Mrs Shirina Samarasooriya, for funding EAFM Training 
NAQDA Mr Nimal Chundraratna, DG, Discuss Use for Reservoir fisheries 

management  
Navy and Police Coast 
Guards 

Y N Japarathna 

BOISL Samantha Hettiora, Deputy Director 
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EDB Ms Kumuclini 
Biodiversity Secretariat Mrs RHMP Abeykoon, Director, Financial Support, Project Co-funding 
Provincial Fisheries 
Ministries 

Mr Suraj, Director, Western Province 

Agrarian Commission 
NWPC 

Department of Agrarian Development 

 
 

Circle of Concern 
Irrigation Department  
UDA  
USAID  
Farmer Organisations  
 
 
 

4. Review of TOT 
 
Methodology 
Training skills 
As per TOT object ives, part icipants pract ised:  

• presenting sessions individually, in pairs/mini groups 
• running energisers and sharing their own energisers  
• doing reviews  
• facilitating pair work, small group work, role play and plenary 

 
IMA has taken on board feedback from various TOTs run since 2013, and the TOT content has been 
slightly revised as a result, as have the SPs. We have added review activities of EAFM content on 
each day. Timetable flow is more structured and SPs now align completely with timetable. The 
original pilot TOT in KK 2013 was 3.5 days, as it was felt that participants needed sufficient time for 
actual practice as well as exposure to skills, and review of content. Flexibility remains key; whenever 
TOT runs actual mini sessions practice options will vary depending on participant numbers. In 
Colombo we ran 7 individual sessions followed by 3 full sessions in pairs (2 x 1 hour) and a three (1 x 
1.5 hours) with all participants having a chance to deliver. 
 

Pre- session on Day 1 (to f irst break) 

The first day started in a different location to the training room used the previous week – in fact we 
used a shady place under a cashew tree which proved very popular for the first couple of hours (until 
first break).  It was outside, shaded and calm.  The session clarif ied expectat ions; part icipants 
carried out self-analysis, reflect ion on trainer qualit ies and set the scene for the rest of the TOT 
t ime together.  As all were from Sri Lanka they wanted to work as a whole team rather than have a 
buddy system.  

 

Day 1 (in the training room) 
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The 7 TOT part icipants entered the training room set as a “blank canvas” and were tasked as a team 
to sort it for training a group of 25 EEAFM part icipants due to arrive in 30 minutes!  Once set up the 
group then looked at energisers followed by review of EAFM principles and the course in a nutshell.  
The package was explained to all followed by adult learning styles exercise and quest ionnaire.  
After managing training sessions, part icipants then selected and prepared for their individual 
sessions to be conducted the following day.  Monitoring groups were used to assess react ion levels. 
 

Day 2 
Started with review by using a crossword developed by the trainers.  Mini sessions were then given 
a little more preparat ion t ime and part icipants then presented individually.  These sessions were 
f ilmed and the f ilm used to feedback immediately afterwards.  Feedback was welcomed.  The 
programme was interspersed with input from the trainer including key elements as a bus stop 
discussion.  The decision to run further sessions was agreed as it would give part icipants the chance 
to deliver a whole session “live” – preparat ion t ime was given to this including the evening.  Any 
quest ions were responded to. 

 
Day 3 
Review by part icipants as a role play worked very well.  Presentat ions (not videoed) were again 
interspersed with input from trainer including SWOT feedback, EAFM Package, M&E. The final 
presentat ion after lunch was followed by working as change agents and there was good discussion 
around the circle of influence.  The outputs were recorded and felt that as a nat ional team they had 
a good connect ion with most stakeholders.  Act ion to move this forward is very possible with EAFM 
plans like the Blue swimmer Crab project, improved tanks, shark f ishery and coastal f ishery likely to 
move forward following the course.  We shared a new short handout on relevance of TOT and top 
t ips for future EAFM trainers which IMA had compiled earlier from an email interview with EAFM 
TOT trainees.  
 

5. Feedback loops 
 
We discussed the mood meter, as well as used the same daily monitoring from previous week (to 
really embed this tool). The few changes required included requests for fruits (not cake), clean 
water, more energisers and ideal videos of presentat ions, all of which were accommodated. 
 

6. Analysis of TOT evaluations 
 
Q 2.Which training topics, as delivered, did you find most useful as a trainer?  See table below. 
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Q3 – What was missing from TOT?  

1. Conducting awareness for farmers and laymen 
2. Techniques from field training programmes 
3. Visualising the Ecosystem 
4. Payment/reward mechanisms in EAFM models 
5. Sharing experience of unexpected situations and how they were managed 
6. Add more presentation skills improvement 
7. Challenge participants during presentations by mocking/acting like passive/dominant or 

troublesome group members to help handle difficult situations 
8. How international institutional setups affect EAFM planning 
9. M&E 
10. Include project implementation plans to facilitate evaluations 

 
Q4: Based on actual experience/ learning you have acquired from the training, select 3 topics you 
consider most useful for you in a training role. 
 

Most useful topics Times mentioned 
Practice delivery of mini sessions 1 
Using session plans 4 
M and E of training 2 
Self-analysis- strengths and weaknesses 2 
Running energisers 3 
Managing training-trainer preparation 1 
Giving and receiving feedback  
Using trainer resource guide  
Managing role plays 1 
Set up training room 2 
Walking meeting/ brainstorming  
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Familiarisation with EAFM training package  
Managing training-logistics  
Tips challenge situations 1 
Develop personal change agent strategy  
EAFM presentation overview (extra)  
Sharing training Mistakes and Learning from 
them 

4 

 
Q5: Are you considering sharing experience/learning from the training with others:  all listed sharing 
with colleagues in different formats/ existing processes and new ones.  

 

7. Logistics and Administrative Support 
The TOT was held at The Tamarind Tree Hotel, Minuwangoda, Sri Lanka.  This was used for the 
EEAFM course the previous week and provided a huge and spacious environment.  Outside space 
was used under trees and in the large (14 acre) grounds of the resort.  Food and accommodation 
was provided for all at the resort. 
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APPENDIX 

1. TOT timetable:  16-18 March 2015, Sri Lanka    
 
Overall Objective: participants from Essential EAFM course acquire EAFM training skills so 
as to build up a pool of EAFM trainers in the region 
 
We expect you to: 

• present sessions individually, in pairs/ mini groups 
• practise running energisers and share your own energisers  
• practise reviews  
• facilitate pair work, small group work, role play and plenary 
 

 
MONDAY 16  

 
TUESDAY 17 

 
WEDNESDAY 18 

08.30-
12.30 

Review: 
-TOT Overview: Why &What, & 
expectations 
-Key trainer elements   
-Trainer  self analysis (SWOT) 
 
Setting up the training room 
 

Why use energisers 
 

E EAFM course review 
 
E EAFM course package 
 
Adult learning  
 
Managing Training: 
1.Practicalities 
2. Knowing participants 
3. How to deliver a session 
4.Using session plans 

Content & key messages  
review 
 
Key training elements  
 
Managing Training: 
5. Daily reviews 
6. Using trainer resource 
guide  
7. Handling technology 
8. Course objectives 
 
Group/ individual preparation 
 
Practice: mini sessions 
 

Embedding learning: reflection 
on past EAFM courses 
 
Revisit trainer SWOT 
 
Top tips 
 
Monitoring and assessing 
training 
 
Course debrief process 
 
Practice: mini sessions 
 
Becoming a change agent for 
EAFM: developing a strategy  
 

13.30-
17.00 

Group/ individual preparation 
 
Practice: mini sessions 
 
Daily monitoring 

Practice: mini sessions 
 
Discussions: challenging 
situations 
Daily monitoring 

TOT reflection 
 
Individual action planning 
 
Evaluation + close 

  Homework-  
1. Familiarise yourself with 
Trainer Resource Guide 
2. Prep of allocated sessions 
3.Think of energisers 

Homework-  
1. Familiarise yourself with 
Trainer Resource Guide 
2. Prep of allocated sessions 
3.Think of energisers 
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2.  Collated daily monitoring 
 
16/3/15 (day 1) 
Keep it: discussions outdoors; energisers; brainstorming activities 
Change it: fruits to replace sweets during tea breaks 
Add it: refill water; clean glasses; videos showing good presentation skills; energisers appropriate 
for time and session 
What participants will remember: hall preparation; group activity SWOT; understanding team work; 
preparation for delivery; energisers introduced from participants 
 
17/3/15 (day 2) 
Keep it: energisers; presentations; video; group discussions 
Change it: nothing 
Add it: videos on good trainers 
What participants will remember: energisers (inventing and practice); shark in the water (paper 
islands); video recording of presentations; feedback; strategic actions for addressing unintended 
development 
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Essential EAFM Sri Lanka TOT March 2015 – Photos 

Discussing management actions on E EAFM course

 

Developing management actions for tank aquaculture 
EAFM draft plan 

 
Deciding management actions for shark fishery EAFM draft 
plan 

 
 

TOT trainer Vivek introducing E-EAFM presentations 
 

 

Vivek TOT trainer taking questions after presentation by 
group on model tank EAFM 

 
 
 

Under the cashew tree at start of TOT understanding 
expectations and experience 

 
 



Discussing trainer qualities 
 

 
 

TOT participants and training team 
 

 

Reviewing issues and threats on TOT 
 

 
 

Trainer strengths and weaknesses 
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